1. SUMMARY: ASSUMING OFFICE IN WAKE OF DISASTROUS DECEMBER 1971 WAR, BHUTTO ADMINISTRATION HAS MOVED ENERGETICALLY TO RESTORE AND REDIRECT PAKISTAN'S SHATTERED FOREIGN POLICY. PRIMARY EFFORT HAS BEEN AIMED AT OVERCOMING EFFECTS OF WAR AND SEEKING NEW RELATIONSHIP WITH INDIA TO REPLACE QUARTER CENTURY OF CONFRONTATION. EFFORT HAS BEEN HAMPERED BY HISTORICAL ATMOSPHERE OF SUSPICION AND DISTRUST, BUT NEGOTIATIONS HAVE MADE SOME PROGRESS OVER PAST YEAR AND MAY CONTINUE TO DO SO, ALTHOUGH AT DELIBERATE PACE. ATTEMPT TO WORK OUT RELATIONSHIP WITH BANGLADESH, ON OTHER HAND, HAS BEEN FRUITLESS.
TO DATE, IMPASSE WITH BDG OVER INTERLOCKING PROBLEMS: OR RECOGNITION, WAR CRIMES TRIALS AND RETURN OF POW'S REMAINS UNBROKEN. RENEWED MOVES TO TACKLE ISSUE CAN BE EXPECTED AFTER MARCH BANGLADESH ELECTIONS, HOWEVER. LOOKING BEYOND SUBCONTINENT, BHUTTO GOVERNMENT SEEKS CHINA AS CLOSEST FRIEND AND SUPPORTER, WITH CHINESE INFLUENCE VISIBLE IN VARIOUS GOP POLICY DECISIONS. PAK ATTITUDE TOWARD SOVIET UNION IS AMBIVALENT, WITH GOP INTERESTED IN IMPROVING RATHER COOL RELATIONS BUT INDICATING CONSIDERABLE CONCERN OVER SOVIET INTENTIONS TOWARD SOUTH ASIA -- ESPECIALLY TOWARD SENSITIVE PAKISTANI PROVINCES OF BALUCHISTAN AND NORTH WEST FRONTIER. BHUTTO GOVERNMENT HAS TAKEN ACTIVE INTEREST IN EXPANDING PAK CONTACTS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES OF THIRD WORLD, PARTICULARLY ARAB AND MIDDLE EAST STATES, AND HAS MAINTAINED EXISTING LINKS (INCLUDING CENTO) WITH IRAN AND TURKEY. RELATIONS WITH BRITAIN, CLOUDED BY GOP SUSPICION OF UK PARTIALITY TO INDIA, ARE COOL. RELATIONS WITH NEIGHBORING AFGHANISTAN REASONABLY AMICABLE BUT PERIODICALLY PLAGUED BY LATTER'S ESPOUSAL OF PUSH TUNISIAN ISSUE. US CONSIDERED BY BHUTTO GOVERNMENT AS FRIEND SECOND ONLY TO CHINESE. BHUTTO HAS EXPRESSED APPRECIATION FOR US SUPPORT IN 1971 AND FOR US ECONOMIC AID. AT SAME TIME, GOP NOT INHIBITED FROM TAKING POSITIONS ON ISSUES AT VARIANCE WITH THOSE OF US, ALTHOUGH RARELY WITHOUT ADVANCE CONSULTATION. BHUTTO GOVERNMENT'S PRESENT POLICY GOALS APPEAR TO INCLUDE ACCOMMODATION TO NEW "REALITIES" OF SUBCONTINENT ALTHOUGH NOT AT COST OF ACCEPTING INDIAN HEGEMONY; MAINTAINING CLOSE TIES WITH CHINA AND US; AND IMPROVING RELATIONS WITH SOVIET UNION TO EXTENT POSSIBLE; BEYOND THAT, BHUTTO'S FOREIGN POLICY CAN BE EXPECTED TO REMAIN ACTIVE IN PROPAGATING "INDEPENDENCE" OF PAK POSITION, IN SEEKING RESTORE PAKISTAN'S SHATTERED IMAGE ABROAD, AND IN WINNING AS MANY FRIENDS AS POSSIBLE.

END SUMMARY.

2* THIS MESSAGE IS ONE OF SERIES ASSESSING BHUTTO GOVERNMENT'S FIRST YEAR IN OFFICE FROM STANDPOINT OF FOREIGN POLICY, DOMESTIC POLITICAL AFFAIRS AND ECONOMIC AFFAIRS (LATTER IN ISLAMABAD 10412)*

3* BHUTTO ASSUMED OFFICE DECEMBER 29, 1971, AT TIME WHEN PAKISTAN'S FOREIGN POLICY, ALONG WITH MOST OTHER ASPECTS...
PAKISTAN AFFAIRS, WAS IN SHAMBLES AS RESULT PAKISTAN'S DECISIVE DEFEAT BY INDIA AND DISMEMBERMENT. INCOMING BHIUTTO REGIME FACED TASK OF REASSEMBLING SHATTERED POLICY VIRTUALLY FROM SCRATCH.

4. BHUTTO HAS TACKLED THIS JOB WITH EXTRAORDINARY ENERGY. WITHIN 90 DAYS OF ASSUMING OFFICE PRESIDENT HAD VISITED CHINA, SOVIET UNION AND A DOZEN OR SO ARAB AND MIDDLE EAST COUNTRIES, WITHDRAWN FROM COMMONWEALTH, BROKEN (AND IN SOME CASES HAD ALREADY RESTORED) RELATIONS WITH SEVERAL STATES RECOGNIZING BANGLADESH, RELEASED SHEIKH MUJIB, AND TAKEN FIRST STEPS TO SEEK ACCOMMODATION WITH INDIA. PACE SINCE THEN HAS BEEN LESS FRENETIC BUT STILL ACTIVE. AS RESULT, PAKISTAN'S NEW BHUTTO-STYLE FOREIGN POLICY IS WELL ALONG IN PROCESS OF DEFINITION AND IMPLEMENTATION.

5. RELATIONS WITH INDIA: FROM VERY BEGINNING OF HIS REGIME BHUTTO HAS DEMONSTRATED FAIRLY REALISTIC UNDERSTANDING OF IMPLICATIONS DEC 1971 WAR, INCLUDING DECISIVE SHIFT IN SUBCONTINENT POWER BALANCE, FUTILITY OF RESUMING CONFRONTATION, AND NECESSITY OF REACHING SOME SORT OF ACCOMMODATION WITH INDIA IF PAKISTAN IS TO ENDURE. HE ALSO REALIZED THAT PAKISTAN HAD MINIMAL ASSETS FOR BARGAINING WITH INDIA AND BANGLADESH, AND NUMBER OF HIS EARLY MOVES WERE CALCULATED IN LARGE PART TO INCREASE THOSE ASSETS: THUS HIS WHIRLWIND TOUR OF MIDDLE EAST IN JANUARY TO KALLY PAKISTAN'S OLD FRIENDS AND ASSURE THEM COUNTRY WAS STILL ALIVE AND WELL, HIS LARGELY ABORTIVE EFFORTS (EXCEPT AS REGARDS MOST OTHER MOSLEM COUNTRIES) TO GAIN CONTROL OF TIMING OF THIRD-COUNTRY RECOGNITION BANGLADESH AND, MOST RECENTLY, HIS SUCCESSFUL COLLABORATION WITH CHINA TO KEEP BANGLADESH OUT OF UN.

6. ACTUAL CONDUCT INDO/PAK NEGOTIATIONS, BEGINNING WITH OFFICIALS MEETING AT MURREE IN APRIL, HAS BEEN EXTENSIVELY REPORTED. SIGNIFICANT TO NOTE, HOWEVER, THAT FIRST REAL FRUITS -- TROOP WITHDRAWALS FROM AREA'S OCCUPIED IN WAR -- NOT REALIZED UNTIL DECEMBER, SOME MONTHS LATER THAN ANTICIPATED. PROGRESS TOWARD ACCOMMODATION, HAMPERED BY QUARTER CENTURY OF DISTRUST AND SUSPICION AS WELL AS BY QUESTIONS OF PRESTIGE AND SUBCONTINENTAL PROPENSITY FOR HAGGLING, HAS BEEN SO SLOW AS TO LEAD VARIOUS OUTSIDE OBSERVERS...
PERIODICALLY TO WRITE OFF WHOLE EFFORT, YET SOME PROGRESS
HAS BEEN MADE AND WE BELIEVE IT WILL CONTINUE,ALTHOUGH
PROBABLY AT SLOWER PACE THAN WAS ANTICIPATED AT TIME OF
SINLA. DESPITE SKEPTICISM VOICED IN DELHI, NO RESPONSIBLE
OBSERVER HERE SERIOUSLY QUESTIONS THAT BHUTTO IS IN EARNEST
WHEN HE EXPRESSES HOPE FOR NEW ERA IN RELATIONS WITH
INDIA: TIMETABLE FOR ACHIEVING IT, HOWEVER, APPARENTLY WILL BE SET BY SUBCONTINENTAL RATHER THAN OUTSIDE CALENDAR. IN SUM, COMING YEAR IN INDO/PAK RELATIONS LOOKS LIKE MORE OF THE SAME -- SLOW, LURCHING PROGRESS TOWARD NORMALIZATION, WITH DRAMATIC BREAKTHROUGHS UNLIKELY BUT WITH CHANCE OF APPRECIABLE PROGRESS BY YEAR'S END.

7. PAKISTAN AND BANGLADESH: THIS IS THIRD AND CURRENTLY MOST DIFFICULT SIDE OF PAKISTAN-INDIA-BANGLADESH TRIANGLE. BHUTTO'S RELEASE OF MUJIR IN JANUARY, STATESMANLIKE THOUGH IT WAS, FAILED PROVIDE SUFFICIENT FOUNDATION TO RECONSTRUCT ANY SORT OF RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE TWO. NOR HAVE SUBSEQUENT EVENTS DURING YEAR BROUGHT THEM SIGNIFICANTLY CLOSER. IMPASSE THAT DEVELOPED BETWEEN BHUTTO'S INSISTENCE ON PRE-
RECOGNITION MEETING WITH MUJIB AND LATTER'S DEMAND FOR RECOGNITION BEFORE MEETING STILL UNBROKEN DESPITE VARIOUS THIRD-COUNTRY EFFORTS FIND COMPROMISE FORMULA AND SEVERAL DIRECT CLANDESTINE PAKISTANI-BENGALI CONTACTS. BHUTTO DID NOT FOLLOW THROUGH ON HIS APPARENT UNDERTAKING AT SIMLA TO SUBMIT RECOGNITION QUESTION TO NATIONAL ASSEMBLY IN AUGUST. ALTHOUGH STRENGTH OF PUNJAB OPPOSITION TO RECOGNITION AS SHOWN BY DEMONSTRATIONS OF PAST FEW WEEKS WOULD APPEAR TO REINFORCE HIS CONTENTION THAT DOMESTIC POLITICAL SITUATION MADE IT IMPRactical TO DO SO. IN ANY EVENT, BHUTTO HAS NOW OPENLY EMBARKED ON CAMPAIGN TO SELL POPULACE ON NEED FOR RECOGNITION AND IS PUBLICLY COMMITTED TO PRESENT ISSUE TO NATIONAL ASSEMBLY. TIME FRAME FOR LATTER keeps receding, however, and Earliest date for recognition has now been pushed back to period after Bangladeshi ELECTIONS IN MARCH.

8. FROM BHUTTO'S STANDPOINT, HAZARD IN RECOGNIZING BANGLADESH CENTERS PRIMARILY IN THREAT OF WAR CRIMES TRIALS, WHICH PROBABLY IS AT HEART OF HIS CONTINUED INSISTENCE ON MEETING WITH MUJIB BEFORE RECOGNITION. DOUBTFUL THAT REALIST BHUTTO STILL HARBORS SERIOUS HOPE MUJIB WILL ACTUALLY REVERSE HIMSELF ON THIS CALL FOR PRE-RECOGNITION MEETING HAS INSTEAD TAKEN ON MORE OR LESS SYMBOLIC MEANING AS EUPHEMISM FOR SOME SORT OF IRREVOCABLE PRE-RECOGNITION UNDERSTANDING AS TO BANGLADESH I KADINS; RE WAR CRIMES TRIALS (AND PERHAPS SUCH OTHER STICKY ISSUES AS OVERALL RETURN OF POW'S AND DIVISION OF ASSETS) ONCE RECOGNITION GRANTED. MASSIVE WAR CRIMES TRIALS IN DACCA SHORTLY AFTER HE ACCORDED RECOGNITION WOULD BE SEVERE BLOW TO BHUTTO'S POSITION, AND HE IS DETERMINED AVOID THIS DANGER. (THIS DOES NOT IMPLY THAT PAKS ARE UNPREPARED ACCEPT ANY WAR CRIMES TRAILS AT ALL; THEY HAVE PRIVATELY INDICATED THAT IF THEY MUST, THE CAN LIVE RELUCTANTLY WITH MODEST NUMBER OF TRIALS OF THOSE AGAINST WHOM SPECIFIC DOCUMENTED CHARGES CAN BE MADE.)

9. POWS COMprise OTHER PRINCIPAL FACET OF IMPASSE. HOLDING VETO OVER THEIR RELEASE, MUJIB HAS MADE IT CONTINGENT UPON PAK RECOGNITION. YET HERE AS WELL, PAKS APPARENTLY FEEL THEY NEED FIRM UNDERTAKING FROM DACCA BEFORE MOVING.
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CHARGED SOVIETS WITH DIRECT INTERVENTION ON INDIA'S SIDE: BHUTTO PROMPTLY REVERSED THIS STANCE ON ASSUMING POWER FROM OUTSET HE TOOK PAINS TO LET SOVIETS KNOW HE WAS READY TO CONSIDER BYGONES BYGONES AND TO IMPROVE RELATIONS THIS WAS FOLLOWED BY HIS MOSCOW VISIT IN MARCH RESULTS OF WHICH, WHILE EQUIVOCAL, CONTRIBUTED TOWARD LESSENING TENSIONS.

15. SINCE BHUTTO'S MOSCOW TRIP, PAK POLICY TOWARD USSR HAS FOLLOWED DIVERGENT PATHS: ON ONE HAND, GOP HAS CONCLUDED INDICATE DESIRE FOR BETTER RELATIONS AND HAS ENCOURAGED GREATER SOVIET ECONOMIC AID ROLE; ON OTHER, THERE HAS BEEN CONSIDERABLE SHOW OF PAK UNEASINESS AND SUSPICION OF SOVIET INTENTIONS TOWARD SOUTH ASIA IN
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PARTICULAR, PAKS HAVE EXPRESSED CONCERN OVER ALLEGED
SOVIET MEDIATING IN NORTH WEST FRONTIER AND ESPECIALLY
BALUCHISTAN, PROVINCES WHERE OPPOSITION PARTIES CONTROL
LOCAL GOVERNMENTS. THIS WIDELY EXPRESSED SUSPICION OF
SOVIETS HAS VARIOUS FACETS: THERE IS UNDOUBTED ELEMENT OF
GENUINE GOP FEAR OF WHAT RUSSIANS MAY BE UP TO IN THIS
AREA. BEYOND THIS, HOWEVER, GOP APPEARS TO SOME EXTENT
TO BE DELIBERATELY PLAYING UP "SOVIET THREAT" AS MEANS
ATTRACTING GREATER SUPPORT FROM US AND CHINA. BHUTTO
REGIME ALSO NOT ADVERSE TO BANDING CHARGES OF SUBSER-
VIENCE TO FOREIGN INTERESTS AS MEANS UNDERMINING DOMESTIC
POLITICAL OPPOSITION IN FRONTIER AND BALUCHISTAN.

16. GOP: RELATIONS WITH SOVIETS OVER COMING YEAR WILL BE
AFFECTED BY PAK READING OF SOVIET INTENTIONS IN AREA
AS WELL AS COURSE OF SINO/SOVIET DISPUTE. PAKS UN-
LIKELY TAKE ANY STEPS TOWARD USSR THAT WOULD JEOPARDIZE
SPECIAL RELATIONSHIP WITH CHINA. TWO FACTORS, HOWEVER,
POINT TOWARD SOME FURTHER IMPROVEMENT IN RELATIONS
BHUTTO FULLY AWARE THAT MOSCOW IS ONLY GREAT POWER WITH
SIGNIFICANT INFLUENCE WITH NEW DELHI AT PRESENT. BEYOND
THAT, BHUTTO: OWN PERCEPTION OF PROPER FUTURE COURSE
FOR PAKISTAN'S FOREIGN POLICY ENVISAGES BALANCED RELATION-
SHIP ("TRIANGULAR BILATERALISM") WITH EACH OF THE BIG THREE,
WHICH WOULD REQUIRE ELEVATING TIES WITH USSR TO GENERAL LEVEL
OF THOSE NOW ENJOYED WITH OTHER TWO. OVER NEXT YEAR OR
SO, PAK/SOVIET RELATIONS THUS APPEAR Ripe FOR CONTINUED
MODERATE IMPROVEMENT ALTHOUGH SUSCEPTIBLE TO REVERSAL
AS RESULT POSSIBLE RUSSIAN MEDIATING IN AREA OR HEATING UP
OF SINO/SOVIET DISPUTE.

17. RELATIONS WITH OTHER COUNTRIES: BEFORE 1971 WAR, PAK
PREOCCUPATION WITH INDIA LEFT LITTLE ROOM FOR ACTIVE POLICY
ELSEWHERE IN WORLD EXCEPT AS ADJUNCT TO POLICY TOWARD
INDIA. ASIDE FROM COMMONWEALTH TIES AND RELIGIOUS-BASED
LINKS WITH SEVERAL (GENERALLY CONSERVATIVE) ARAB AND
MIDDLE EAST STATES, PAK INTERESTS AND INFLUENCE IN OUT-
SIDE WORLD THUS WERE RELATIVELY MINOR.

18. ONCE HE TOOK OFFICE, HOWEVER, BHUTTO PROMPTLY EM-
BARKED ON CAMPAIGN NOT ONLY TO REACTIVATE EXISTING TIES
WITH VARIOUS OTHER COUNTRIES BUT ALSO TO SCOUT OUT NEW
ARMS TO SHOW FLAG. THIS DEMONSTRATED MOST DRAMATICALLY BY HIS NUMEROUS FOREIGN TRIPS DURING FIRST HALF OF YEAR, WHICH TOOK HIM AS FAR AFIELD AS ETHIOPIA AND GUINEA. RESULT HAS BEEN APPRECIABLE EXPANSION IN RANGE OF PAKISTAN'S CONTACTS WITH REST OF WORLD.

19. BHUTTO HAS PAID PARTICULAR ATTENTION TO RELATIONS WITH ARAB STATES, INCLUDING THOSE MORE RADICAL STATES HITHERTO NOT CLOSE TO PAKISTAN SUCH AS ALGERIA AND ESPECIALLY LIBYA. AT SAME TIME, TIES WITH MORE TRADITIONAL FRIENDS SUCH AS SAUDI ARABIA AND JORDAN NOT IGNORED. BHUTTO HAS ALSO MOVED ENERGETICALLY TO EXPLOIT OPPORTUNITY EXTEND PAK POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC INFLUENCE INTO NEW OIL-RICH PERSIAN GULF EMIRATES.

20. BHUTTO REGIME HAS CONTINUED POLICY OF CLOSE FRIENDSHIP WITH IRAN AND TURKEY, ALTHOUGH WITH SOMETHING LESS FERVOR THAN PREDECESSORS. PAKISTAN HAS RETAINED AND UPGRADED CENTO MEMBERSHIP DESPITE ADDITIONAL DIFFICULTIES THIS POSES IN SEEKING MORE NEUTRALIST IMAGE. (WISH TO ACCOMODATE TEHRAN AND ANKARA IS, HOWEVER, ONLY ONE OF REASONS WHY BHUTTO HAS STAYED IN CENTO: DESIRE TO USE MEMBERSHIP AS LEVERAGE WITH US AS LEAST EQUALLY IMPORTANT.) RCO AGREEMENT LINKING PAKISTAN, IRAN AND TURKEY IS PERIODICALLY HERALDED HERE AS MODEL OF REGIONAL COOPERATION, BUT APPEARS TO HAVE MORE FORM THAN SUBSTANCE.

21. LOSS OF EAST PAKISTAN VIRTUALLY TERMINATED DIRECT PAK INTERESTS IN SOUTHEAST ASIA, WHICH IN ANY EVENT HAVE BEEN LATENT IN RECENT YEARS. BHUTTO REGIME DURING PAST YEAR HAS SHOWN TENDENCY TO FOLLOW LEAD OF CHINA IN SHAPING POLICY TOWARD THIS AREA, AS ILLUSTRATED BY WITHDRAWAL FROM SEATO, RECOGNITION NORTH VIETNAM AND ANTICIPATED RECOGNITION OF SIHANOUK GOVERNMENT.

22. RELATIONS WITH BRITAIN HAVE BEEN ROCKY SINCE BEGINNING OF EAST PAKISTAN CRISIS IN EARLY 1971. YAHYA REGIME WAS CONVINCED BRITISH UNDULY FAVORED INDIA, AND BHUTTO HAS TENDED SHARE THAT VIEW. MAJOR DEVELOPMENT OF PAST YEAR IN THIS AREA WAS PAK WITHDRAWAL FROM COMMONWEALTH, OCCASIONED BY WHAT PAKS VIEWED AS PRECIPITOUS BRITISH RECOGNITION BANGLADESH. RELATIONS SINCE THEN HAVE BEEN
CONFIDENTIAL
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CORRECT BUT COOL, AND THERE NO SIGNS ANY EARLY CHANGE.

23. AFGHANISTAN WAS FIRST FOREIGN COUNTRY TO BE VISITED BY BHUTTO AFTER TAKING OFFICE, AND HIS GOVERNMENT HAS ATTEMPTED MAINTAIN CORDIAL RELATIONS WITH KABUL DESPITE BUILT-IN PROBLEM OF PUSHTUNISTAN. PAKS WERE PLEASED AT KABUL'S CORRECT BEHAVIOR DURING DECEMBER 1971 WAR BUT HAVE SINCE EXPRESSED CONCERN OVER PERIODIC AFGHAN PUBLIC STATEMENTS ON PUSHTUNISTAN ISSUE. PAKS RECOGNIZE AFGHAN DOMESTIC COMPULSIONS IN SUCH STATEMENTS BUT STILL DO NOT LIKE THEM, ESPECIALLY SINCE THEY INVOLVE ONE OF POLITICALLY MOST SENSITIVE PARTS OF PAKISTAN, GENERAL AWARENESS OF FEARPNESS AFGHAN GOVERNMENT PREVENTS THEM FROM TAKING MATTER TOO SERIOUSLY, HOWEVER, OF CONSIDERABLY GREATER CONCERN IS SPECTRE OF USSR IN BACKGROUND.

24. RELATIONS WITH US AT END OF 1971 WAR WAS SECOND ONLY TO CHINA IN PAK ESTEEM SINCE, AS PAKS SAW IT, ONLY US -- APART FROM CHINA -- AMONG MAJOR POWERS HAD SHOWN SYMPATHY FOR PLIGHT AND HAD GIVEN ANY POLITICAL SUPPORT TO PAKISTAN IN ITS TIME OF CRISIS.

25. FACT THAT BHUTTO MET WITH PRESIDENT NIXON IMMEDIATELY
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BEFORE RETURNING TO OFFICE MADE IT UNNECESSARY TO BALANCE MOSCOW AND PEKING VISITS WITH TRIP TO US IN 1972. MEANWHILE BHUTTO HAS PUBLICLY EXPRESSED KEEN APPRECIATION FOR US ROLE IN 1971 CRISIS AND FOR SUBSEQUENT RESUMPTION OF ECONOMIC AID. DESIRE TO ACCOMMODATE US ALSO REFLECTED IN INFREQUENCY OF OFFICIAL CRITICISM AND MUTED PRESS TREATMENT OF US POSITION IN SOUTHEAST ASIA DESPITE FACT BOTH GOV AND POPULACE AT LARGE ARE OPPOSED US POLICY THERE.

25. AT SAME TIME, HAS BEEN MADE CLEAR THAT BHUTTO DOES NOT CONSIDER FRIENDSHIP WITH US NECESSARILY REQUIRES MODIFICATION PAK POLICIES OR ADJUSTMENT TO US INTERESTS. PAK POSITION ON VARIETY OF ISSUES -- RECOGNITION OF HANOI
AND PYONGYANG, WITHDRAWAL FROM SEATO AND UNCURK, TERRORISM
RESOLUTIONS IN UN, ETC, -- HAS BEEN AT VARIANCE WITH
THAT OF US. BHUTTO HAD, HOWEVER, SEEN TO IT THAT THIS
HAS BEEN DONE WITHOUT RANCOR AND IN MOST CASES WITH ADE-
QUATE ADVANCE WARNING AND EXPLANATION. ON ANOTHER
ISSUE, REDUCTION OF UN ASSESSMENT FOR US, GOP HAS FOUND
IT ADVISABLE TO REPOSE REQUESTS FOR SUPPORT.]

27. BHUTTO REGIME SEEKS FROM US GENERAL POLITICAL SUPPORT
AND CONTINUATION US ROLE AS MAIN SUPPLIER ECONOMIC AID.
THIRD AREA OF PRIMARY CURRENT INTEREST TO PAK IS THAT
OF MILITARY SUPPLY. GOP ATTACHES PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE
TO EASING OF EXISTING USG EMBARGO ON MILITARY SUPPLY,
ALTHOUGH INDICATIONS ARE THAT PAK EXPECTATIONS ARE NOT
EXCESSIVELY INFLATED. THEIR IMMEDIATE HOPES ARE FOCUSED
ON LIFTING BAN ON SALES OF SPARES FOR EXISTING US-
SUPPLIED EQUIPMENT.

28. POLICY OF FRIENDSHIP WITH US HAD ITS LIMITS. BHUTTO
REGIME WILL NOT PURSUE IT TO EXTENT OF ALIENATING CHINA
OR LOSING OUT IN GOP EFFORTS SECURE VIABLE PARTICIPATION
IN THIRD WORLD CLUB. AT SAME TIME, BHUTTO KEENLY AWARE OF
VALUE OF US FRIENDSHIP AND IS MOST UNLIKELY TO CAST IT
ASIDE OUT OF PIQUE OR FOR FRIVOLOUS REASONS.

29. CONCLUSIONS: BHUTTO PREPARED ACCEPT NEW FRAMEWORK
OF RELATIONSHIPS IN SUBCONTINENT IF IT CAN BE BROUGHT ABOUT
WITHOUT TOO GREAT LOSS OF PAK PRESTIGE, GOP IS WILLING
RECOGNIZE INDIAN PREEMINENCE BUT INSISTS IT WILL
STRENUOUSLY RESIST INDIAN DOMINATION OR HEGEMONY. WHETHER
THIS WILLINGNESS TO ACCOMMODATE TO NEW "REALITIES" OF
SUBCONTINENT WILL BE SUFFICIENT TO OVERTIME PAST HISTORY
OF HOSTILITY, DISTRACT AND SUSPICION REMAINS OPEN QUESTION,
HOWEVER, GREAT DEAL WILL DEPEND ON TERMS AND STYLE OF
INDIAN GOVT IN DEALING WITH GOP ON CONTENT AND NATURE
OF THEIR NEW RELATIONSHIP. most THAT CAN BE SAID is THAT,
IF BHUTTO FAILS IN MOVING FROM "CONFRONTATION" TO "PEACE-
FUL COEXISTENCE" AS SPECULATED IN SIMLA AGREEMENT, PROSPECT
OF SUCCESS FOR ANY SUCCESSOR REGIME LIKELY TO BE GRIM.

30. LOOKING BEYOND SUBCONTINENT, BHUTTO APPEARS AT PRESENT
TO BE CONCENTRATING PRIMARILY ON MAINTAINING AND STRENGTHEN-
ING RELATIONS WITH THE TWO MAJOR POWERS HE CONSIDERS ESSENTIAL TO PAKISTAN'S SECURITY, CHINA AND US. AT SAME TIME, HE WOULD LIKE TO EXPAND BASE OF PAKISTAN'S SECURITY BY DRAWING SOVIET UNION AWAY FROM PARTIALITY TOWARD INDIA INTO MORE BALANCED RELATIONSHIP WITHOUT JEOPARDIZING PAKISTANISTIES WITH MAJOR POWERS. BELIEVE HE ALSO HOPE TO STAKE OUT POSITION OF MORE "INDEPENDENCE" IN FOREIGN AFFAIRS IN ORDER GIVE PAKISTAN GREATER VOICE IN THIRD WORLD. PEERING FURTHER INTO FUTURE, BHUTTO'S OWN STYLE SUGGESTS THAT HE MAY SEEK CONSIDERABLY MORE ACTIVE ROLE FOR PAKISTAN IN WORLD AFFAIRS IN GENERAL IF AND WHEN ACkommodation WITH INDIA REACHES STAGE PERMITTING DIFFUSION OF HIS CONSIDERABLE ENERGIES INTO OTHER AREAS.
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